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Inspection challenges faced 

by automotive businesses
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Seamless inspection 

operations from beginning 

to end with A365
A365 facilitates the implementation of digital 
inspection processes that streamline operations 
to achieve higher efficiencies. It powers the 
digital transformation of online and offline 
inspection activities, helping your business 
improve productivity and reduce costs. A365 
brings technical excellence, business insight, 

productivity, and compliance to the entire 
inspection operations with minimal investment or 
risk. It improves efficiency and refines how your 
service centers communicate with customers 
making the entire inspection process effective 
and time-efficient for both the customer as well 
as across your automotive business.

A365 automotive inspection features

01 02 03 04

Manage and perform 

inspections with or 

without vehicles as the 

subject using historical 

data from the vehicle

Record observations 

for vehicles during pre-

delivery inspections 

(PDI) or whenever 

needed

Define checklists 

quickly and 

consistently from 

reusable checkpoints

Set rules to reduce 

risk and effort to drive 

compliance by guiding 

users during inspection 

entry with embedded 

follow-up actions

Real-time data 

capture

Historical 

inspection 

records

Customizable 

workflow

Photo &

video 

documentation

Integration with 

maintenance

Customizable 

inspection 

templates

Automated 

alerts

Digital 

inspection 

checklists

Remote 

inspections

Standardized 

inspection 

procedures



A365 automotive inspection 
functionality coverage 

Inspections

Scheduled inspections

Efficiently schedule and manage routine 

vehicle assessments for timely maintenance.

Mandatory photographs or videos

Capture visual evidence with mandatory 

photos or videos for comprehensive 

documentation.

Service-related inspections/safety checks

Conduct service-related inspections and safety 

checks for enhanced vehicle performance.

Checkpoint rules

Define specific checkpoint rules to guide 

thorough assessments during inspections.

Checklists by process step

Tailor checklists to process steps, ensuring 

comprehensive assessments are conducted.

Service reminders- outstanding faults & 

observations

Generate service reminders based on 

outstanding faults and observations, ensuring 

timely attention.

Inspection faults & observations

Record faults and observations during 

inspections for accurate issue identification.

Checklists by vehicle type

Customize inspection checklists based on 

vehicle types for relevant evaluations.

Trade-in inspections

Perform thorough trade-in assessments with 

specialized checklists for accurate valuation.
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